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Ross Gardam Presents the Nebulae Collection at ICFF.
Ross Gardam will be previewing the new Nebulae lighting collection at ICFF in New York from the
20th – 23rd of May 2018. The collection features chandeliers available in various configurations,
a pendant, desk lamp and wall lights. Following his recent showing in Milan Design Week of
the Ora Desk Lamp Gardam will be showing in New York for the first time. To accompany the
preview of Nebulae Gardam will be debuting a key selection of his lighting range for the US
market.
The Nebulae Collection is inspired by the diffusion of both natural and LED light. It takes its name
from the natural phenomena of interstellar clouds and their dynamic layered lighting effects.
The geometric machined forms coupled with the fluid glass discs create balance between the
elements.
Nebulae’s exploration of diffused light is a natural progression from Gardam’s recent lighting
collections, Ora and Polar, which explore light reflection and shade. The geometric language of
the Polar Collection combined with precision nature of Ora can both be seen in the DNA of the
Nebulae Collection.
Gardam comments. “Nebulae is certainly using a similar language to Polar and Ora however the
final light output has a very unique quality. The fluted glass of Nebulae, even when turned off, has a
beautiful motion to the glass elements as they diffuse each other and the environment around them”
Each of the glass finishes selected within the collection embody unique textures, ripples, bubbles
incandescents and geometric patterns. With the inclusion of light combined with the layering of
glass the products represent a highly original exploration of diffusion. In signature style each of
the new products has an exceptional quality, detailed refinement and precision.

Notes for the Editors
Ross Gardam™ is an Australian furniture and lighting company established in 2007. Each
product is handcrafted in Melbourne, Australia, by local artisans and makers. Pairing traditional
craft techniques with high end manufacturing technology results in products which are elegant,
accessible and made for today. All products are designed by Ross Gardam and are defined by a
unique contemporary aesthetic. Ross Gardam has exhibited extensively internationally and won
various awards including three Australian Good Design Awards.
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All images can be downloaded directly from dropbox here. All photography by Haydn Cattach.
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